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Abstract- This paper deals with the use of supercapacitors as
ancillary power supply in transport applications powered by a
PEM fuel cell. These applications are known for strong transient
power demand which makes supercapacitors a relevant choice.
The aim of this association and its associated power
management is to guarantee load requirements as well as to
minimize fuel consumption and to make certain that each
component constraint is satisfied (lifetime, reliability, high
efficiency, ...). The designed strategy uses a cascade control
allowing a frequency decomposition of the power demand cycle:
supercapacitors supply the high band of the load power
frequency spectrum whereas low frequencies are met with the
fuel cell which can contribute to the long-term autonomy.
An experimental power test bench of 1 kW has been
designed to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Experimental results are presented demonstrating that this
approach provides improvements in terms of a significant
energy savings when ancillary power supply is implemented.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, research results have demonstrated that
the use of the energy storage devices provide additional
advantages to improve energy efficiency, power quality,
stability and reliability of the power supply source.
Nowadays, these auxiliary devices can be either batteries or
supercapacitors (SCs). In comparison to standard batteries,
SCs carry a benefit in terms of energy effectiveness, specific
power value and lifetime (superior in the one million cycles).
Moreover, their energy density is compatible with power
requirements of a large range of applications, such as electric
vehicles, portable and electronic devices, or spacecraft power
systems, which have a common characteristic in their load
profiles. These loads demand high instantaneous power
during short periods of time. Another advantage of the SCs
consists in operating even at low temperatures (e.g. -20°C)
and in severe thermal constraints [1], [2].
In the meantime, fuel cells (FC) (e.g. PEM fuel cells for
these applications) are considered to be the most promising
alternatives among next generation energy devices due to
their high energy density and their clean energy properties
[3], [4]. However, in order to obtain good efficiency
conversion as well as long life time, the FC system must be
well monitored in order to respect FC inherent characteristics.
As a matter of fact, FC system is very sensitive to the stack

state: for instance, membrane flooding or drying, channels
drowning of the gases supply, reactive concentration drop
involve a high voltage drop and a poor efficiency (especially
at high power). In addition, FC system has poor response to
instantaneous power demands because both of air delivery
system and thermal stack response: hence, erratic load
requirement may lead to fuel cell starvation phenomena or
voltage drop during short times which significantly raises
aging effects [5-8]. This problem can be solved by
anticipation of transient power peak. For this purpose, the
idea is to combine FC with a fast device such as SCs yielding
a hybrid power source. This is an attractive solution since it
makes it possible to meet the requirements for the above
mentioned applications with both high power and high energy
densities. In such a hybrid FC/SCs power source, the fuel cell
is controlled to satisfy load average power requirements over
a long term; whereas the transient power requirement, which
involve important exchanges of power in short time intervals,
are assured by the SCs. This structure insures the best use of
the advantages of each individual device but needs a power
electronics interface to adapt the disparate of the tension
levels of the different elements (FC, SCs, and Load) and to
allow the implementation of the energy management strategy
of powers delivered from every element.
In this work, we present the general structure of the studied
system which consists in the use of the SCs as energy
assistance for FC system and the associated control strategy
principle of the hybrid source. Our main concern is to
evaluate the improvement achieved by using a SCs bank. For
this purpose we implement end compare on the same test
bench a source with a unique FC and a hybrid source.
Experimental results are analysed. Our interest is focussed on
the stability of the system, on the energy flux management, as
well as on hydrogen consumption which is the primary
energy source of both systems.
II.

HYBRID POWER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND LOAD
REQUIREMENTS

A. System Description
The structure presented in Fig. 1 consists in associating a
static converter with its control device to every source. The
converter dedicated to the FC is unidirectional in power and
works in step-up converter mode (“boost”). The converter
connected to the SCs works in step-up converter mode
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(“boost”) when these supply delivers a part of the power
demand, and operate in step-down converter mode (“buck”)
when the SCs gets back the energy of recovering. Thus, static
converters (“choppers”) and their control devices are utilized
to coordinate the two energy sources to meet the requirement
of the electric load. It is the simplest structure to implement
because by the mean of current control, one can monitor very
precisely each source power. This hybrid structure has been
validated on various works for different application [9-11].
Within this hybrid system (Fig. 1) several modes of
operation can be identified. These modes of functioning
(normal, discharge and recovery) are characterized by
different energy streams. We describe them briefly:
--Normal mode. The main source not only supplies the
necessary energy to the electric load, but also pre-charges the
auxiliary source to its reference voltage level so as to enable
the system to be ready for any sudden impulse power
demand.
--Discharge mode. Both of the energy sources
simultaneously supply the necessary energy to the electric
load so as to create the desired energy for a impulse request.
--Recovery mode. The electric load operates as
generator so that the regenerative energy flows back to the
hybrid power source. SCs level of charge increases because
of this energy flux and because the main source power drops
slowly.
B. Load Requirements
As we noted before, in many applications the power
demand is impulsive rather than constant. As example, for
testing vehicles, driving cycles have been normalized.
European light duty vehicles have to face the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC) which represents the typical usage of
a car in Europe. The NEDC (Fig. 2) consists of repeated
urban cycles (called ECE-15 driving cycle) and an ExtraUrban driving cycle, or EUDC. On the power demand value,
one can notice sudden power changes each time the driver
requires a speed change. On that ECE-15 cycle, the car
average power demand is only 0.72 kW whereas the peak
power is roughly 10 kW which means a 13.7

(Pmax/Paverage) ratio.
For those reasons, our control strategy will be tested with a
severe profile consisting of a power rise hedge.
III.

CONTROL STRATEGY

OF HYBRID POWER SOURCE

This strategy must allow the hybrid power system to satisfy
the load power requirement while, on the one hand
minimizing the fuel consumption and on the other hand
assuring the integrity of each component. To face this
challenge, it is a basic necessity to monitor the storage energy
source state of charge. In steady state, it must indeed be
neither too low nor too high in order to have good response in
both discharge mode and recovery mode.
Different control strategies have been proposed to manage
the energy in a hybrid system [9-17] for different
applications. In some papers [13-15], strategies based on the
evolution of the state of the system, with separate control
algorithms are proposed to control the system when the
operating mode changes due to load power variation.
Therefore, to move from each operating mode to another one,
it is necessary to switch from one control algorithm to another
one. This can result in demanding a high instantaneous
current of the main source.
The proposed control strategy is based on the regulation of
the DC link voltage [9], [15], [16]. Indeed, this strategy uses a
cascade system allowing a frequency decomposition of the
power demand cycle [17] who allows to eliminate the
mentioned problem. To implement this strategy, the energy
management consists in building each source power setpoint
according to its inherent properties (Fig. 3). As SCs are able
to provide high positive or negative impulse powers, they can
supply or absorb the highest part of the load power frequency
spectrum and also huge power peak. Low frequencies are met
with the fuel cell since FC associated with its hydrogen tank
is the unique source which can contribute to the long-term
autonomy.
Fig. 4 shows the main control-command functional blocks
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while the management strategy is described in the following
paragraph.
The idea is to drive the current of each source by the means
of an inner current loop controlling each PWM’s chopper.
Indeed, monitoring this current is essential in order to protect
the chopper (as well as the sources SCs and FC) against
breaking over-currents. The controller unit has to evaluate
each converter current set-point. Hence, we can design a
classical PI regulator and implement it with an anti-windup
compensator so as to take the duty cycle range into account
(0 < α < 1). In the case of an unknown load, each load power
change modifies the bus voltage. Hence its measurement is
essential for the supervisor. So, the outer loop associated to
the SCs management has to monitor the bus voltage and
insure a constant value of the voltage bus VBUSref (set at 48V):
the faster this voltage tracking, the smaller is the CBUS
capacitance value.
As the supercapacitor bank is able to deliver a large power
for a short time as long as its state of charge remains
acceptable (Vnom / 2 < VSC < Vnom), voltage perturbations are
taken into account by the SCs current. But this power reaction
leads to a slow change in the state of charge of this latter
source. The auxiliary power state of charge is taken into
account by the main supply: by slowly changing the current
of the fuel cell, the storage device VSC(t) can then return to its
optimal value VSCref(t) defined as follows:
5
VSCref = VNOM ⋅
= 0,79 ⋅ VNOM
8

(1)

In the case of a well-known load demand (which might be
the case in a driving system), a feed-forward loop can be
added to the SCs current set-point.

To respect dynamics decoupling, the management part
dedicated to the FC must present a time response ten times
larger than the previous one. This second part also includes
two imbricate loops : the inner one is a current loop (as
described above) whereas the outer one is a PI corrector
including an anti-windup compensator to carefully deal with
the iSC_ref(t) and iFC_ref(t) command range limited to less than
the safe maximum:
iSC min (t ) ≤ iSC (t ) ≤ iSC max (t )
0 ≤ iFC (t ) ≤ iFC max (t )

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

IV.
A.

Test bench Description
Fig. 5 shows a photograph of the hybrid system set-up that
has been implemented to validate the proposed control
strategy. It was built using Nexa BALLARD PEM fuel cell
stack having a 1200W nominal power, two Maxwell SC
modules associated in series (every module is achieved with a
series connection of six individual “2.7V, 1500F” elements),
two DC/DC power converters realized with standard IGBT
modules (SEMIKRON: SKM50GB123D), a ZS electronic
load ZS1806 of 1800 W and a real-time dSPACE DS1104
controller board. The energy management control strategy is
designed using Matlab/Simulink and then implemented on
this controller board.
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With this imbricate control structure, we pointed out that,
the structure is a very simple architecture; we can satisfy the
different requirements of the hybrid system both from the
point of view of the fed load and from the point of view of the
components constraints.

FC Converter

α

(2)

Table 1 shows the electric characteristics of the hybrid
system.
TABLE I
ELECTRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HYBRID SYSTEM
Fuel Cell: Parameter Name

Value

Open circuit voltage
Rated voltage
Rated current

45V
26V
46A

Supercapactors: Parameter Name

Value

Capacitance
Rated Voltage
Rated Current
Optimal Voltage (VSCref)

125F
30V
200A
24V

Electronic Load : Parameter Name

Value

Rated Power
Rated Current
Rated Voltage

1800W
150A
60V

Inductors & Capacities : Parameter Name

Value

Inductor L1
Inductor L2
Rated Current L1
Rated Current L2
Capacities CBUS
Optimal DCBus Volatge (VBUSref)

200 μH
100 μH
100A
150A
14mF
48V

The control loops, which generate iSC_ref and iFC_ref current
references, have been implemented with digital PI controllers,
while measurements come to the dSPACE controller board
through the A/D converters mounted on an interfacing card,
with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz.
B.

Analysis of results
Some experiments have been carried out with the test bench in
order to check the obtained theoretical results. At first, the
investigation will be focused on the transient response of both the

Fig. 5. Photograph of test bench.

FC alone and FC assisted by SCs by a sequence of two fast load
variations from 50W to 400W and from 400W to 50W as reported
in Fig. 6,7. Fig. 6 represents the fuel cell response of the unique
source system, while Fig. 7 shows the fuel cell and the SCs
responses in the hybrid source context. In the first case, a strong
VFC(t) voltage drop can be observed on the FC voltage. This
overshoot is synchronized with FC current rising hedge (iFC(t)). It
occurs during a few seconds and is indicative of a reactants
concentrations fall due to slow compressor reaction time. On the
back of VFC(t) curve, we zoom on the decreasing part of the FC
voltage. Indeed, this functioning mode (without assistance) implies
that fuel cell has difficulties to follow the power step which implies
that this power structure has to cope with important performance
degradations leading to a fuel cell lifetime shortening [6], [7].
Conversely, the FC/SCs hybrid system response (Fig. 7) shows that
FC voltage (VFC(t)) is not subjected to any sudden drop which is
related to a smooth FC current behaviour (iFC(t)). After each load
power hedge, this current rises or falls in several seconds. On the
contrary, the SCs current (iSC(t)) is characterized by current hedges
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Fig. 8. Hydrogen mass flow consumption.

in order to compensate the lacking power. Then, after a while (a few
seconds), the FC is able to rebalance the SCs and drives it to its
voltage reference value which was fixed at 24V (VSCref(t)): SCs
current value finally becomes zero. Similarly the sudden decrease of
load power induces a smoothly increase of FC voltage involving a
slowly decrease of FC current and this energy is not lost but
recovered by SCs.
As mentioned before, another very important concern is the
energy efficient leading to fuel savings. That is the reason why we
also analyses both systems FC and FC/SCs in terms of hydrogen
consumption. Fig. 8 shows the hydrogen mass flow of each system
following the same load profile. For FC acting as the unique source
of power, a overshoot occurs at each load power increase. This has
to be related to the stack behaviour (voltage drop) as well as the
system behaviour. As a matter of fact, this sudden current change

implies a huge and fast reactants flow variation. From the air side
point of view, this means that the air compressor speed must change
very quickly which requires high transient auxiliary power in order
to increase the air flow as well as the engine kinetic energy. This
high transient auxiliary power is fed by the fuel cell: many losses
occurs in auxiliary devices as well as in the stack which operates
with poor efficiency at high power rate (especially in transient
mode). Conversely, the use of the assistance source (SCs) allows
limiting the dynamics of the FC system. Consequently, during fast
transients, this architecture leads both to a better stack operating
conditions and to a smooth power change in auxiliary devices.
Hence, during power demand increase there is no fuel (hydrogen)
overconsumption. We must point out that, during power demand
decrease, fuel cell system also falls slowly down. But this is not a
drawback since the SCs are able to store the H2 energy converted by
the fuel cell. On Fig. 8, one can check that the FC/SCs architecture
leads to a global fuel consumption reduction compared to FC
architecture.
A further verification (Fig. 9) of FC/SCs dynamic behaviours
was carried out. The test was conducted on a power cycle
representative of the mission of a great number of applications, like
vehicles (see load requirements section). It can be observed on the
supercapacitors current (iSC(t)) that the compensation action is very
effective according to the dynamic variation of power demand
(Fig. 9). Whatever the power demand, the control supervision part
immediately reacts by modifying the SCs current reference (iSCref(t)).
This fact confirms the performance of the fast internal current loop
as well as the outer loop of the SCs management. The DC Bus
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Fig. 9. Response of FC/SCs system for a complete load.

voltage is slightly affected by the power load fluctuation. But
clearly, control supervision can perfectly regulate it at its reference
value (VBUSref=48V), which proves the effectiveness of the
regulation voltage loop.
At the same times, SCs voltage (VSC(t)) varies but the FC current
and voltage (iFC(t) , VFC(t)) are not subject to any sudden changes.
After each power step, the FC tends to set the SCs bank to its
nominal state of charge by driving its voltage to its reference value
(VSCref(t)): in steady state conditions, the global system rebalances.
Note that for each power load reduce, SCs current sign changes
in order to absorb over energy from the DC bus as a long as fuel cell
produces electrical energy, inducing the increase of the SCs state.
The obtained results in this operation illustrate the performance of
the compensation loop.
As a final test, Fig. 10 represents a comparative hydrogen
consumption of FC system and FC/SCs hybrid system. It clearly
shows that hydrogen use is enhanced thanks to SCs. Indeed, during
power demand peaks, there is no overconsumption which is not the
case of the system using FC as unique power source.
As a matter of conclusion, this study outlines that the SCs use
allows to build a relevant hybrid power system both in terms of FC
lifetime and in terms of fuel savings.
V.
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